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President Hollande speaks before Academy of sciences celebrating 350th 
Ceremony at Louvre Museum 27th Sept

Paris, Washington DC, 02.10.2016, 14:04 Time

USPA NEWS - "I am here today to celebrate the 350 the celebration of French Academy of Science created by Colbert in 1666. I
came today to highlight the values of France. Truth does notify to Dogma". French President Hollande said at Louvre celebrating the
350th anniversary of Academy of Science.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION ARE APART FROM OBSCURANTISM SAID PRESIDENT HOLLANDE
French President stated his involvement to the Science Academic “ Nevertheless, Science and technological evolution is apart from
obscurantism and have been simplification undermined by doubts and maintained in a scientific data although the evidences, the
equivalent of opinions, sometimes the word of science is always mixed up. Yu work of controversy and not easy to find a right position,
already against the threat and work again the time. The scientific truth imposed the truth,
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL EVOLUTION ARE APART FROM OBSCURANTISM-------------------------------------
“TRUTH does notify to DOGMA. Descartes said we must to find reason against emotions Because it can jeopardise, example climate
warming, aids punishment, native natality, are going against the universe, and must be challenged. Always challenge by mediators, in
a digital world, have not been verified although the success and the feeding of the believe of the youngsters beyond devotion and
talent. This is why it is necessary for the scientists for our universities to use the truth. This is why then who associated science to our
revolution and to link it to our knowledge, because of the truth. They were committed to freedom and risk their own life, and the most
noticeable. Raga Colbert and later the Dreyfus, permanent secretary of Academy are the 3 experts with Poincare, proven the evidence
of Dreyfus. Science use the ideal for an ultimate goal for progress, to promote further as the excess of marketing and the manipulation
of scientific data, ha opened a debate, for economic growth and all this has progressed against the idea of
progress.---------------------------------------------------------
Machines and robots are taking over by material data, all these questioning are frightening by disproves and progress. And these have
associated the progress to science and this is the progress, that never ends.------------------------------------------------
France is so attached to science, progress only has a meaning if it has a sharing and practical in daily life and progress to
emancipation for more freedom and more access to knowledge to man kind and to live better and protecting the more vulnerable. We
know unpleasant spirit in mind, and not to mention ow and not only n France and always. Progresse means an illusion for these spirits,
the only change is the return for formal order.“� President Francois Hollande stated

FRENCH SOCIETY NEEDS TRUST AND ITS RESEARCH AND SCIENCE
I´m not gonna speak about restoration but working for freedom. Some are resigned and want to stop the race and be acquired and
close themselves, and stop the circulation of people with barriers of movements of people. French society needs trust and its research
and science. Your activity and work Some of you have been awarded and this is one of pride to represent France and the halo to the
rest of the world.
The French President emphasised on society and science are complementary values of the Academic Sciences based on peaceful
principles for humanity. “Society and science is nourished by individual and exchange and solidarity and associate all the people to the
discovery in this anniversary.
He also gave examples highlighting the period of French Historic heroes “Colbert when he like the construction of the country and
science and recaches and extend of the nation. The state is determined in association after the second world war. France is the 6th
especially in environment, the government and mind authority try to reorganise landscape and clusters form all disciplines, schools to
work together and with companies.“�----------------------------------------------------------------------------
French President Hollande expressed also his attachement to the French solid institutions, through the tough periods of history up to
now. “ Foreign instituions can add to our science since may election I made sure that a budget was allocated for since and emolument
the scientific career and thousands of jobs were created. Net budget 24 billions euros. I want the research proposed and accepted
more than in the past to attract new talents and create vocations this is also the reason of this event of today. For the scientific mind
and ignorance can create monsters like terrorists and since has not answer to everything but there is a hope and a way for success.
We would like more since to be attractive to new talents and youngsters for development of sincere. President Francois Hollande
stated



FRENCH REFORMS STARTED AND SHALL CREATE JOBS IN SCIENCE

“Reforms that we have started shall create more jobs of scientific teachers and have this curiosity, science must be “say“� for the
youngsters the ones who ave their revelation in their early time and they are attracted because they meet someone an opportunity and
create their destiny. a breakdown in the man kind. With scientific mind there is energy like La main a la pate by George Charpak in the
Academy, we can find resources for new vocations. It enables the development of application and not
even thought about and this is why I asked for the resources to be able to mobilise with the loan of 5 Millions euros for valorisation fo
research And saving from betraying and this is why it would define the future of our economy. Stated French President Hollande He
adds then "Your freedom is never questioned, but the analysis and reports enable us to make the right strategic and right decision,
said Francois Hollande for UE, and education, vaccination, immunisation, extent of terrorist threat. There is no borders in science the
presidents testify hared practices, and all this has been mobility today is also celebrating Erasmus
programme.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
France can still be part of this great adventure and also mankind for progress and take the lead in these disciplines, and culture view
of science. The world should see Europe in the ambition, and it is up to us not to let them legitimate. the population has the right to
protect though science and to be the best in the word not only with patterns but also influence.
With 350 years of experience and France beyond France need you to promote progressa and disseminate values. and the desire to
discover and to be useful, this is why i wanted to tell you that we are grateful to you and all et members of Science Academy and
happy birthday to the French Academy of Science. Said French President Hollande.
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